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Y.T. Kee

Improving the corporate mind

Professor Kee is a humorous and thought-provoking
speaker who can positively change your business and
change the way you think about it.

Professor Kee solves intellectual blocks in your
corporate mind, using philosophies from MBA and PhD
schools worldwide.

Professor Kee has held positions in both government
and private sectors in Malaysia, before receiving his
MBA and PhD from the University of Minnesota. He
was a professor at both the University of Manitoba and
Monash University, lecturing in the fields of
organisational psychology, leadership and
communication.

Professor Kee has conducted seminars for many companies and organisations including Shell
Australia, the Commonwealth Bank, Telstra, Coles-Myer, Hewlett Packard, Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, Schweppes, Honda, Powercore, the Canadian Institute of Credit Unions, local
governments of Australia, private hospital associations of Australia, and the New Zealand Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Professor Kee talks about:

Managing for the New Millennium
Negotiations and Selling Techniques
Emotional Intelligence
Turning a Commodity into a Premium Product
How to be a Learning Organisation
Surveying 50 years of research on Motivation & Leadership
How to motivate without money

Client testimonials

“ Professor Kee’s session was lively and thought-provoking. We were able to have a good follow-
up on some of the critical messages imparted.
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- KPMG

“ Magnificent! That was thel response to your presentation. You managed to lift the audence,
tantalise and amuse them - but at the same time deliver a serious message that integrated
with our theme.

- Caltex Australia

“ An absolutely stunning response from the audience - the loudest ovation I have ever heard.
People talked about Professor Kee consistently - the message got through.

- PricewaterhouseCoopers
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